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**Fiji**
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   Secretariat of the Pacific Board for Educational Assessment (SPBEA)
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   E-mail: jyoti.bawane@gmail.com

7. Vinod Singh (Mr)
   Vice Chairman
   CCLP Worldwide
   Email: editor@cclpworldwide.com

**Mongolia**

8. Otgonbaatar Khadjidmaa (Mr)
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   Mongolian Academy of Education (MER)
   E-mail: otgonbaatar@mier.mn

**Pakistan**

9. Saba Saeed (Ms)
   Research Associate
   Idara e Taleem o Agahi (ITA)/Centre for Education and Consciousness
   E-mail: saba.saeed110@gmail.com

**Republic of Korea**

10. Jimin Cho (Ms)
    Head of Office of Global Cooperation
    Korea Institute for Curriculum and Evaluation (KICE)
    E-mail: chojimin@kice.re.kr

**Singapore**

11. Wei Shin Leong (Mr)
    Lecturer
    Curriculum, Teaching and Learning Academic Group
    National Institute of Education (NIE), NTY
    E-mail: weishin.leong@nie.edu.sg

**Thailand**

12. Prof. Emeritus Somwung Pitiyanuwat (Mr)
    Chairman of Executive Board
    The National Institute of Educational Testing Service (NIETS)
    E-mail: somwung.p@gmail.com
13. Tinnakrit Attagowithatree  
Plan and Policy Analyze Officer  
The National Institute of Educational Testing Service (NIETS)  
E-mail: tinnakrit@gmail.com

14. Krongthong Kairiree (Ms)  
Executive Board Member  
The National Institute of Educational Testing Service (NIETS)  
E-mail: drkrongthong@gmail.com

United Kingdom

15. Claire Dunn (Ms)  
International Manager  
The GL Education Group  
E-mail: Claire.Dunn@gl-assessment.co.uk
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Afghanistan

16. Mohammad Ismail Khattab (Mr)  
Head of EMIS Unit  
Policy/Planning Department  
Ministry of Education  
E-mail: ismail4.khattab@gmail.com

Indonesia

17. Bastari (Mr)  
Head  
Center for Education Quality Assurance  
Ministry of Education and Culture  
E-mail: bastari@kemdikbud.go.id

18. Ferry Yulmarino (Mr)  
Head  
Division of Basic Education Quality Assurance  
Ministry of Education and Culture  
E-mail: yulmarino@yahoo.com
19. Renny Yunus (Ms)  
Head  
Division of Secondary and Higher Education Quality Assurance  
Ministry of Education and Culture  
E-mail: renyshabethyunus@yahoo.co.id

Lao PDR

20. Panya Chanthavong (Mr)  
Deputy Director  
Educational Standards and Quality Assurance Centre (ESQAC)  
Ministry of Education and Sports  
E-mail: cpanya.ee@gmail.com

Nepal

21. Bhojrak Sharma Kafle (Mr)  
Under Secretary  
Education Review Office  
Ministry of Education  
E-mail: bhojrak15@yahoo.com

Thailand

22. Pumsaran Tongliemnak (Mr)  
Researcher  
Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI)  
E-mail: pumsaran@gmail.com

23. Utumporn Jamornmann (Mr)  
Advisor to Director  
Office of the National Education Standard & Quality (ONESQA)  
E-mail: Utumporn@gmail.com

24. Brian Christopher Kelley (Mr)  
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Office of the National Education Standard & Quality (ONESQA)  
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25. Nguyen Duc Minh (Mr)  
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Viet Nam Institute of Educational Research (VNIES)  
E-mail: ducminhvision@gmail.com
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26. Piyapa Su-angavatin (Ms)
   External Relations Officer
   SEAMEO Secretariat
   E-mail: piyapa@seameo.org

27. Mark Bray (Mr)
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   University of Hong Kong
   E-mail: mbray@hku.hk

28. Ora Kwo (Ms)
   Associate Professor
   University of Hong Kong
   E-mail: wykwo@hku.hk

29. Zhang Wei (Ms)
   Post Doctoral Fellow
   University of Hong Kong
   E-mail: weizh@hku.hk

30. Andrew Crow (Mr)
   Head of Business Development
   Partner Markets, Asia
   Pearson
   Email: andrew.crow@pearson.com

31. Jim Tognolini (Mr)
   Senior Vice President, Research & Assessment
   Office of the Chief Education Advisor
   Pearson
   Email: jim.tognolini@pearson.com

32. Estrella Antoniolita (Mr)
   Regional Education Advisor
   World Vision
   E-mail: Antoniolito_Estrella@wvi.org
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33. Gwang-Jo Kim (Mr)
   Director
   E-mail: gj.kim@unesco.org

34. Gwang-Chol Chang (Mr)
   Chief, Education Policy & Reform (EPR) Unit
   E-mail: gc.chang@unesco.org

35. Ramya Vivekanandan Rodrigues (Ms)
   Programme Specialist, Education Policy & Reform (EPR) Unit
   E-mail: r.vivekanandan@unesco.org

36. Tserennadmid Nyamkhuu (Ms)
   Programme Officer, Education Policy & Reform (EPR) Unit
   E-mail: t.nyamkhuu@unesco.org

37. Aliénor Salmon (Ms)
   Research Assistant, Education Policy & Reform (EPR) Unit
   E-mail: a.salmon@unesco.org

38. Antony Tam (Mr)
   Research Assistant, Education Policy & Reform (EPR) Unit
   E-mail: kh.tam@unesco.org

39. Maura Cusack (Ms)
   Intern, Education Policy & Reform (EPR) Unit
   E-mail: m.cusack@unesco.org

40. Seung Heui Woo (Ms)
   Intern, Education Policy & Reform (EPR) Unit
   E-mail: s.woo@unesco.org

41. Aurélie Acoca (Ms)
   Assistant Programme Specialist, Assessment, Information Systems, Monitoring & Statistics (AIMS) Unit
   E-mail: a.acoca@unesco.org

42. Roshan Bajracharya (Mr)
   Assistant Programme Specialist, Assessment, Information Systems, Monitoring & Statistics (AIMS) Unit
   E-mail: r.bajracharya@unesco.org